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“Mind over Matter,” a recent National Geographic article, caught my eye… (Healing 
Power of Faith, December 2016) You can read it at Cioffredi.com/NatGeoPlacebo

Mike Pauletich believed he had undergone surgery to alleviate Parkinson’s 
symptoms during a trial at Stanford University in 2011. Parkinson’s disease is 
a difficult degenerative disease that has no cure, where current treatments 
simply try to retard the progression of the disease. The Stanford study involved 
both an actual and a “placebo” surgery in which a drug was or was not administered, and Mr. Pauletich 
not only had a good result from the study procedure, his outcomes far surpassed expectations. Many 
of the chronic effects he had experienced were actually reversed, such that you could hardly tell he had 
the disease at all. When the results came in at the conclusion of the research trial, those who received 
the actual treatment, on a whole, didn’t improve any better than the control group who had received 
a sham surgery.  A researcher looking at the data afterwards noticed something remarkable: Mike had 
received the sham surgery! 

Numerous studies have revealed and supported this “placebo effect.” A significant portion of people 
improve when they receive an intervention (some form of care) that should have no physiological effect 
on them—a placebo. On a fairly consistent basis, if we think we’re going to improve, we do. Healing 
happens through an idea, a thought. 

Editorial continues on next page >>
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JOIN US!

YOUTH SPORTS
Coaching Fundamentals

Ethics and Safety in Sports

Wednesday, November 1, 2017
5:15–7:00 p.m.

Learn More & Register Online:
Cioffredi.com/FallSeries2017

PLACEBO, CONFIDENCE, & CERTAINTY

This event is FREE and open to the Upper Valley Community. 
Seating is limited; pre-registration is requested.

Please call 603-643-7788 or email 
scheduling@cioffredi.com to register. 

Daniel J. O’Rourke, MD, MS, MEd
Chief of Cardiology, VA Medical Center

Cardiologist, DHMC

M.Ed: Coaching & Athletic Development, 
Xavier University

Head Varsity Coach, Hanover HS Girls 
Basketball Program

William Cioffredi, PT
Founder

Cioffredi & Associates | The Institute for 
Health & Human Performance

The power of “positive thinking” is a generally accepted concept as an 
influence on one’s performance. Our ability or competence in something 
is, to a large degree, based on an idea, a thought. We call it confidence. 
Conversely, anxious thoughts, or the idea that we don’t know what will 
happen to us (or whether we’ll have the ability to handle what might happen 
to us) stresses our system and causes physical responses that can harm our 
health. Prolonged stress (anxiety) results in elevated levels of cortisol and 
causes the body to break down. Think high blood pressure, ulcers, cancer. 

So, if our thoughts can cause our bodies to be ill, can our thoughts cause our 
bodies to be well? Thinking positive thoughts doesn’t seem to be enough, 
but where do we start? Perhaps we start with confidence. I’m not talking 
about cockiness, arrogance, or false pride. Confidence is not a “yes I have it” 
or “no I don’t.” Rather it’s a spectrum: “I hope I can…, I believe I can…, I know I 
can…, I will…” (Maybe Mike Pauletich “knew” something that others didn’t?) 

Intention is a direction of force. It’s just a thought, an idea—but it may have 
tremendous power. What if we each had a continuous strategy to develop 
our own self-confidence? What if we interacted with our friends, family, 
colleagues, clients, community in a way that enhanced their confidence? 
And what if we avoided interacting in ways that would cause them self 
doubt, like invalidating their beliefs or viewpoint? Hey, it’s just a thought.

If you want to learn more about building one’s confidence, consider coming 
to listen to Dan O’Rourke, M.D. at our Speaker Series on November 1.

Sincerely,
Billy Cioffredi, PT
Founder

<< continued from page 1.
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THE SECRET TO 
EFFECTIVE STRETCHING

THERE MAY BE A REASON WHY PEOPLE 
DON’T ENJOY STRETCHING

by Billy Cioffredi, PT

Muscle tissue is designed to actively 
shorten and lengthen, however it will 
not lengthen effectively if it is held in 
an activated or tense state. Activation 
or tension causes muscle tissue to be 
more rigid—more leather-like—and 
it can be irritated if forced. That may 
be one reason some people don’t 
‘enjoy’ the process of stretching. The 
other problem is that rigid tissue, 
like Turkish taffy, gets thinner and 
weaker as we forcibly stretch it out. 
That doesn’t sound good, especially 
to athletes who simultaneously want 
to optimize their strength.

Article continues on page 6 >>

First of all, effective stretching is not a total secret, though in 
my experience it is not a commonly understood concept. When 
we think about stretching, it’s often done with the idea that 
it’s like taking a piece of leather and, using force, mechanically 
lengtening it out. One of the problems with this  idea is that 
ligaments and tendons are not designed to lengthen.

Are you experiencing sharp 
or shooting pain, a constantly 
aching thumb joint, or a thumb 
that seems to pop out of place 
when it’s extended during 
typing? You might be suffering 
from Texting Thumb. The strain 
of constantly holding a cellphone and curling the wrist and thumb to 
type text messages restricts and thickens the tendons responsible for 
flexing the thumb and wrist, causing inflammation, searing joint pain, 
and eventual weakness.

TEXTING THUMB?
GET A GRIP ON 
REPETITIVE STRAIN

If you are experiencing the symptoms of either trigger thumb or 
DeQuervain Syndrome, for best results you should seek treatment 
early. A physical or occupational therapist will work with you to 
assess your condition and review how you use your thumb, and 
start working with you to relieve pain and inflammation. Your 
therapist can give suggestions on how to make adjustments to 
alleviate stress to that area, and can also help you with exercises 
for your hand, wrist, and arm that strengthen your muscles and 
reduce painful tendon irritation. In some cases, an immobilizing 
splint may be prescribed to support recovery.

Repetitive tasks should never be done for more 
than 20 minutes continuously without a break.

Learn More: Cioffredi.com/texting-thumb

OUR SATURDAY MORNING INSTITUTE CLASSES CONTINUE                         Learn More: Cioffredi.com/qigong

LEARN QIGONG BODYMIND HEALTH PRACTICES FOR DAILY LIFE

Why try these practices?
They feel great, and will make you feel younger; they 
may even add years to your life. You will find yourself 
more able to do the things that are important to 
you, like taking care of yourself and your loved ones, 
being creative, and being active in society.

Bodymind Health Practice is based on Qigong 
(Chinese yoga) as well as the Alexander Technique 
and Mindfulness. These practices fully integrate 
with your everyday life, requiring no extra time 
to perform. This practice has been validated 
through clinical trials conducted at Dartmouth’s 
Geisel School of Medicine.

Saturdays from 9:00–10:30 a.m.
$30/session (or prices as low as $20/session with package purchase). Start any time.
Register by calling 603-643-7788 Monday–Friday 6:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

http://www.cioffredi.com
http://cioffredi.com/texting-thumb/
http://cioffredi.com/qigong/
http://cioffredi.com/secret-to-effective-stretching/
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Client Success Stories

“Coming out of my junior year of wrestling at Williams College, I wasn’t 

certain I was going to be able to wrestle again because of a torn labrum. 

Following surgery, Kate has been invested in getting me back to the point 

where I can get back out on the mat doing what I love! Thanks Kate!”  

    ~ Chris Washington

“At the beginning of my therapy, I could barely bend over and was suffering from quite 

a bit of back pain. After working with my physical therapist, I’m now able to return to 

the sports and activities I love, pain free.”  

                         ~Felix Estes

SPORTS INJURY REHABILITATION

BACK TO DOING WHAT HE LOVES

“My experience with 

massage therapy at 

Cioffredi & Associates 

has been the best. Sadie 

is a great professional 

and her massage 

therapy skills and 

expertise are superb. 

She genuinely cares 

about her patients and works really hard in helping 

them. She listens and addresses your injuries, pain 

and weaknesses with care. I started seeing her due to 

stiffness and pain in my neck and lower back and she 

usually relieves most of the ache and knots during 

every session. Sadie really makes you believe in the 

healing power of massage!                       ~ Sara Munoz

THE HEALING POWER OF  Massage

IN THEIR OWN WORDS

NON•A•GE•NAR•I•AN (noun) A person who is from 90 to 99 years old.

You can’t turn back the clock, but you can wind it up again —just the way David Binger 
and Ginia Allison do. They’re two of our MOVEMENT FOR LIFE role models here at 
Cioffredi & Associates. 

http://www.cioffredi.com
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After my fine physical therapy at Cioffredi’s for 
the recovery of my shoulder, I signed up for an 
additional eight weeks of personal training 
attention with Davis Tucker. As I work out in my 
home and do extensive gardening in the summer 
months, I wanted to be sure to complete my 
exercises in the correct form with no damage to the 
improvements that I had already achieved. Davis 
was knowledgeable and encouraging. He continued 
to give me different exercises to strengthen and 
improve my coordination and balance. 

With the guided education and support that Davis 
provided, I have been pain free in my outdoor 
endeavors since the snow finally left the ground. I 

am using the prompts for form and function that he provided in the training and I couldn’t 
be happier with the results. I recommend Cioffredi’s to any friends that are looking for 

improvements to their wellbeing.  Thanks Davis—you’re a star!                ~ Shirley Mower-Fenoff

CONFIDENCE TO BECOME ACTIVE AGAIN AFTER HIP SURGERY

The atmosphere at Cioffredi’s is immediately welcoming and comfortable. Both my physical 

therapy and personal training were spot-on in terms of providing me with the medical information 

I needed as well as accessible and helpful exercises I continue to do months after I’ve completed my 

therapy. Cioffredi gave me the confidence and tools I needed to become active again after three hip 

surgeries. I no longer deal with chronic pain and I’m hiking, biking, and playing tennis.  

~Leah Wolk-Derksen

“After a broken wrist and surgery in December, I was 
left homebound for many weeks and restricted from 
exercise even more than the general limitations of 
winter. I came to Davis at Cioffredi’s to be coached on 
rebuilding my strength and also to increase flexibility 
and learn how to use my body during gardening and 
sports activities to avoid future injuries.

Davis was a star coach! He methodically broke down 
the proper way to lift, stretch, and move my body that 
will prevent future injuries in addition to building 
physical strength. He could not have been more patient 
and encouraging in his delivery of instruction.

Over six weeks, with a combination of weekly 
visits to Cioffredi’s and home exercises, I felt my 
strength regaining and I drastically changed how I 
maneuvered my body during gardening activities. 
Before working with Davis I was unknowingly using 
my body improperly, which could lead to back and 
knee injuries. My knee problem noticeably improved 
over my six-week program.

Now I have a home program I can use year round for 
improving strength and flexibility that Davis designed 
and so methodically taught me. I am confident 
I will be avoiding injuries and building physical 
strength over the years. I am very grateful to have 
had the chance to work with such a knowledgeable, 
confident, and kind-mannered coach as Davis, and 

highly recommend him.”                           ~ Mary Bryant

LEARN MORE: 
Cioffredi.com/personal-training

STRENGTH & WELLBEING
THROUGH MEDICALLY BASED 
PERSONAL TRAINING

http://www.cioffredi.com
http://cioffredi.com/personal-training/
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Effective Stretching CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Now, instead of thinking of leather that you are stretching and thinning out, think of a 
spring that has shortened, and your goal in stretching is to relax the tension of the spring. 

Muscles will shorten when we activate them, 
just like tightening a spring. When we release 
the tension on a spring it lengthens and 
becomes longer. This is not an ‘all or none’ 
concept. If, for example, you tense your 
muscles to make a tight fist, you can ‘let go’ of 
the fist a little, a lot, or somewhere in between. 
Our effectiveness is the degree to which we 
can intentionally ‘relax’, ‘release,’ or ‘let go’ of 
our muscle tension. For some, it’s helpful to 
picture the tissue doing this. It seems tensing 
our muscles is easier than selectively releasing 
muscle tension. But it is a skill and, like any 
skill, we can improve with practice.

The final piece to understand is that we 
activate groups of muscles. And we often 
tend to activate groups of muscles in 
patterns.  Developing skill to release groups 
and patterns of muscle tension can result in 
tremendous success. Whether for athletic 
performance or just basic daily living, 
this can result in increased freedom of 
movement, comfort and ability.

Start with stretches that focus on only a few 
or selected muscles. For example, stand and 
pull one ankle back toward your buttock, 
bending your knee to stretch the front of 
your thigh. Another simple stretch, from 
the standing position, is to flex forward 
from the hips without rounding your back, 
to stretch the hamstrings on the back of 
your thigh. Then, gradually move into more 
complex stretches.

Lengthening on diagonals, and when different parts of our bodies are positioned to 
go in different directions simultaneously, can be especially effective. It requires us to 
release holding ‘patterns’ of muscle groups that can be a fundamental limiting factor on 
greater dynamic movement. For those reasons, some yoga poses can be of particular 
value. Warrior Pose is one example.

So the next time you do some stretching, think of “releasing” your body into that 
position. See how far it takes you. It’s safer, and quite possibly more enjoyable.

I hope you found this helpful.

Billy Cioffredi, PT/founder

PAIN RELIEF THROUGH

DRY NEEDLING
A Client Success Story

“I have been living with chronic lower back pain 
for years and finally have gotten relief through 
just a few sessions 
of dry needling with 
Marsha and Becca. 

This back pain has 
affected my quality 
of life and sleep. I 
exercise, stretch, 
have tried massage and over the counter pain 
medication but have only gotten very temporary 
relief. My physical therapist, Kate, thought that 
perhaps I would benefit from some dry needling.

Dry needling sounded a bit intimidating and 
mysterious. I wondered if it would be painful. 
But I read a bit about dry needling on the web 
and it’s really just a brief insertion of a very thin 
needle into or near the affected area by a licensed 
physical therapist who has had special training 
and demonstrated competency with this skill.

When I received dry needling I noticed almost 
immediate relief from the back discomfort! Dry 
needling literally takes about 5 minutes and for 
me, I hardly noticed the needle insertion. Now, 
after 3 sessions, the pain is gone.”

~Amy Eilertsen

“I am thrilled to have relief and know 
that dry needling is a resource for this 
discomfort should I experience it again. 
Thank you Kate, Becca and Marsha!”

http://www.cioffredi.com
http://cioffredi.com/services/dry-needling/
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KINESIOLOGY TAPING
A TREATMENT THAT STICKS WITH YOU

KI•NE•SI•OL•GY
(noun) The study of the mechanics of body movement.
As another tool in your physical therapist’s kit, the application of rehabilitative taping is used 
to aid the healing process. Taping provides support and stability to joints and muscles without 
restricting range of motion. Kinesiology tape is distinct from standard athletic cloth tape 
because it is elastic, and different from an elastic (“ACE”) bandage because it is adhesive.

Fueling Your Best Performance

SPORTS NUTRITION PRESENTATION RECAP

View the entire presentation video at:
www.cioffredi.com/amy-tuller-2017

We had a full house for our August Institute presentation by 
Registered Dietician Amy Tuller. She underscored that proper 
nutrition is fundamental to maximum athletic performance, and 
provided examples of balanced pre- and post-workout meals and 
quick, healthy snacks for athletes of all ages.

Pain Relief
The benefit of k-taping actually starts at the surface. 
The slight lifting of the skin that happens in the taped 
area can relieve pressure on aggravated pain receptors 
as well as offer a competing stimulus that actually 
blocks pain signals from reaching the brain.  K-tape 
does not contain medication or any topical substance 
to achieve this pain relief. 

Decreased Inflammation
The same skin/tissue” lifting” that achieves pain relief 
also reduces pressure on an injured area, allowing 
for fluid drainage to decrease inflammation.  K-tape 
can have a dramatically positive effect on a bruised 
area, allowing blood accumulated under the skin to 
dissipate more quickly. 

Support and Stability
The elastic property of k-tape means that it can provide 
support to injured joints or muscles without restricting 
range of motion. This allows people to remain active 
while healing from an injury while preventing over-
stretching or over-contracting of muscles. In people 
who suffer from poorly toned or weak muscles, k-tape 
can improve muscle activation and make exercise more 
effective. Taping can also help improve overall posture.

FAQs
Is kinesiology taping only for athletes?
A: No. The benefits of k-taping apply to athletes and non-
athletes alike, for treating a wide range of injuries, and to 
aid in conditioning weak muscles or unstable joints.

Who is trained to apply kinesiology tape? Can I learn to 
apply it myself?
A: Physical therapists are trained to apply k-tape, as are many 
coaching and training professionals, and it’s okay to ask 
the person who recommends taping about their training.  
You should always learn from a trained professional, and it 
is best for you to only apply k-tape to the specific area and 
in the specific way you have been instructed.

Does the color of k-tape mean anything?
A: No. The color of a person’s k-tape is a personal preference. 
The brand we use (RockTape®) comes in a wide range of 
colors and patterns, but also in standard beige.

http://www.cioffredi.com/amy-tuller-2017
http://www.cioffredi.com
http://cioffredi.com/k-tape/
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Social Media Corner
      “I started with back pain that limited normal, daily activity.  
Standing, bending, and lifting were difficult. A couple of months of semi-
weekly visits with Kate did the trick.  Technically, she is spot on and knows 
her stuff, as evidenced by the fact I am pain free today. Just as important; Kate 
made my visits enjoyable. She incorporates the right mix of interpersonal 
interaction into each session that elevates the entire experience.  What more 
could I ask for? Pain free and a great experience.”

      “After my fourth surgery on the same knee at age 30, I couldn’t 
help but wonder if I would ever have a pain free or relatively normal life 
going forward.  Cioffredi played an integral role in helping me move 
(literally) past these fears.  I now have much greater confidence, strength, 
and understanding in my knee and feel comfortable returning to an active 
lifestyle.  I expect to be back on the slopes next winter!”

Receive our newsletter content 
electronically:

www.cioffredi.com/email

PLEASE SUPPORT TEAM CIOFFREDI • CHaD HERO 2017 • Cioffredi.com/ChadHero2017

http://www.cioffredi.com
http://www.cioffredi.com
http://www.cioffredi.com/email
http://cioffredi.com/ChadHero2017/

